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Good Protestant, Bad Religion? Formatting Religion in Modern Society 

 

1. Relevance relative to the call for proposals 

With increased migration, the end of the Cold War and the rise of religious fundamentalism, 

the world is commonly claimed to be “…as furiously religious as it ever was” (Berger 1999), 

as the ‘two faces of faith’ (Blair 2012) – one benign, expressing the common good, the other 

suspect, representing destructive forces – have increasingly become matters of public concern. 

As the secularist assumption that the social role of religion would be diminished with the 

rapid development of modern science and technology has been disproven, the role of religion 

in society has increasingly become a matter of public concern. In debates addressing this 

public concern, expressions of religion that conform to a largely implicit Western, Protestant 

frame of reference are often seen as conducive to the common good: deeply held personal 

beliefs and limited outward expressions in the public sphere represent restrained forms of 

religiosity that fit well within the regulatory framework of the modern nation state. Religious 

identities, practices and traditions that do not conform to the narrow constraints of this 

framework, however, are commonly construed as suspect, potentially threatening the public 

order and the common good due to their potential clash with core societal values. In this way, 

new and alternative forms of spirituality, ‘lived religion’ and religious traditions in which 

identity and practice are more important than personal faith are continuously marginalized, 

and suspected of representing bad influences.     

The multidisciplinary research project Formatting Religion sets out to critically 

examine the social construction of different religious expressions as ‘good’ or ‘bad’: By 

engaging the reflexive process by which state authorities and actors in civil society format 

religion as benign or suspect, the project  – with a particular emphasis on Norway – explores 

what sources and methods are employed in this formatting, the role of the media, political 

debates and legal discourse, the influence of research and government commissions, and the 

organization of religious communities and their influence on surrounding society. Drawing on 

theoretical and methodological approaches from theology, religious studies and political 

science, Formatting Religion compares the formatting of religion in the Norwegian state/civil 

society nexus with similar issues in Canada, Germany and beyond.  

 

2. Aspects relating to the research project  

2.1. Background and status of knowledge  

Contesting recent claims that religion is ‘resurgent’ (Berger 1999; Thomas 2005; Toft, 

Philpott and Shah 2012), or making a ‘comeback’ in the public sphere (Ahdar 2009; Hirschl 

2011; de Hart, Decker and Halman 2013), Formatting Religion starts from the assumption 

that religion never ‘went away’, but rather went through a series of transformations in society, 

law, politics and the academy: Socially, religion has been transformed by its 

deterritorialization and deculturalization, as religious concepts and practices have been 

dislodged from their original surroundings, only to become reified and universalized, severed 

from the historical and cultural conditions under which they arose (Roy 2010; Beyer 2006). In 

the legal sphere, religion has been transformed and subjugated to the dictates of a global 

secular modernity that only recognizes religiosity as private ‘belief’, with certain related 

public ‘manifestations’ that conform to the dictates of ‘public order’, a series of 

transformations that are drawn from, and therefore privilege, forms of Western Protestantism 

(Lindkvist 2013; Agrama 2010; Sharma 2011; Danchin 2011).  

In the political sphere, religion has been transformed by the rise of modern religious 

fundamentalisms that inspire a variety of political actions and thrive on the existential 

insecurities of late modernity (Brekke 2012; Bruce 2008; Juergensmeyer 2003). In the 

academy, the end of the Cold War, the rise of critical theory and the ‘linguistic turn’ have 
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served to transform religion into a top priority across a broad range of disciplinary fields, 

examining the key role of religion in international relations (Hurd 2008; Petito and 

Hatzopoulos 2003; Fox 2001); political philosophy (Bader 2012; Taylor 2007; Habermas 

2006); human rights law (Banchoff and Wuthnow 2011; Temperman 2010; Gunn 2003) and 

the history of international law (Bederman 2002; Evans 1997).   

The conceptual starting point of Formatting Religion is that these transformations 

have created a variety of different shapes and roles for religion in society. Rather than a 

‘resurgence’ or ‘comeback’ of religion, however, these new forms of religiosity across 

different societal spheres represent amalgamations of altered cultural and demographic 

surroundings, ongoing reinterpretations and reorientations of historical conditions, and the 

rise of new forms of social, political and legal organization that come together to reshape the 

different roles and impacts of ‘religion’.  

Transformations in the ways religion is constituted in modern society challenge major 

societal actors like government ministries, actors in the legal system, NGOs, schools, labour 

unions, major political parties, media outlets and the public at large: Unable to keep track of 

the deep and complex nature of these transformations of religion and their consequences, 

major societal actors tend to rely on polarizing conceptions of religion as either beneficial, 

and therefore worthy of protection and support, or suspect and dangerous, and therefore 

legitimately limited. This trend that can be observed in the ways in which states craft policies 

on religion in Europe (Laurence 2012), in the inclusion of religious freedom as part of key 

foreign policy objectives (Hurd 2012), in the debate on the role of religion in development aid 

(Barnett 2012), and in the discourse on women’s rights (Merry 2003). Construing religions as 

‘good’ or ‘bad’ in this way simplifies the multiple transformations of religion in society into a 

dichotomy that appears simple, universal and comprehensible, and therefore available for 

political action (Hurd 2012).  

Formatting Religion seeks to overcome the simplicity of the good/bad narrative by 

critically examining the mechanisms that lie behind this dichotomy as it is manifested at the 

nexus of state and civil society in Norway and beyond. Heavily influenced by long-lasting 

religious homogeneity and the strong entanglement between church and state up to the 

modern age, Norway constitutes a particularly interesting case study of how the good/bad 

narrative is deployed: Due to its prominent position, Protestant religiosity has here been 

decisive to the formation of social order and political structures, allowing a much more 

pronounced and assertive role for religion in the public sphere than in other Protestant 

countries. Furthermore, the close relationship of church and state in the Nordic countries has 

been interpreted as a key influence on the ideology underpinning modern welfare states 

(Østergard 2011, Breemer, Casanova, Wyller 2013). Taken together, these developments have 

created a strong public preference for Protestantism as a benefit to society, resulting in the 

marginalization of other forms of religiosity.   

As Norway experiences increasing religious diversity, the shared welfare state 

ideology of church and state, the assertive role of Protestantism in the public sphere and the 

substantial economic benefits offered primarily to the majority church have become 

contentious political issues that are increasingly solved by deploying the simplified good/bad 

narrative, in which other religious traditions are measured according to their similarity to the 

specific format of Protestant religion in Norway. Formatting Religion sets out to examine 

how major societal actors respond to these issues, by exploring the formatting of religion in 

case studies drawn from a range of different social spheres, which will be compared with 

similar case studies from other countries. 
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2.2. Approaches, hypotheses and choice of method  

Formatting Religion relies on the following hypotheses: 

 

- While influenced by transnational and regional discourses, the formatting of religion 

in Norwegian society, in which religion is construed as either benign or suspect, is 

inextricably linked to the historical trajectory and lexicon of Western Protestantism: in 

politics, the media, law and the academy, the content of good, acceptable religion is 

determined on the basis of a largely implicit Protestant framework of interpretation, 

while religions that do not conform to this framework are frequently considered 

dangerous and capable of threatening the social order.   

 

- The precise nature and consequences of this ‘protestantization’ of religion is not 

sufficiently known, a knowledge gap that becomes increasingly problematic as 

Norway becomes more religiously diverse, and the religiosity of increasing segments 

of the population are labelled as suspect in the public sphere because it does not 

conform to the Protestant template offered by public authorities in politics, law and the 

wider public sphere.  

 

- The ways in which religion in Norway is presently formatted at the juncture between 

state and civil society are not sufficiently connected to knowledge formations in the 

academy, where the mechanisms involved in the transformations of religion in society 

are well known and have been researched for decades. Whereas societal planning and 

organization has increasingly been subordinated to the dictates of technical and natural 

sciences, input from the humanities on the formatting of religion should be taken into 

account by key decision makers.  

 

Methods 

Formatting Religion employs a comparative methodology, where practices of formatting 

religion in Norway are compared with the practices of other states facing similar situations of 

religious diversity. The mapping, examination and engagement of the formatting of religion 

asks in which forms and under which conditions ‘religion’ comes into being in society, a set 

of questions that are key to a variety of disciplines, but in particular religious studies, 

theology, law, sociology and political science. Formatting Religion relies on the deployment 

of multiple methodological tools, including the close reading and critical interpretation of 

documents produced by social actors identified as particularly prominent in the formatting of 

religion, qualitative interviews with, and the observation of and participation in social 

processes that contribute to the formatting of religion, the examination of legal court cases 

and parliamentary debates, as well as public meetings and the performance of religious rituals 

(Stausberg and Engler 2011).  

2.3. The project plan, project management, organisation and cooperation  

Project Manager: Tarald Rasmussen, Ph.D., professor of church history at the Faculty of 

Theology. Professor Rasmussen is an internationally leading expert on the history of the 

Protestant Reformation in Europe and its local varieties in the Nordic countries, and has 

published extensively on the topic.  

 

Formatting Religion will be directed from The Faculty of Theology, which, as the oldest and 

most influential institution of research and higher learning on religion in Norway has a unique 

position in society to conduct research on the interface of religion and society. Over the 
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course of the last decades, the faculty has gone through a major transformation, expanding its 

scope in research and education from mainstream theology to diaconia, intercontextual 

theology, Christian-Muslim relations and religious studies, with a broad range of 

undergraduate and graduate courses on offer.  

The faculty has become a hub for religion-related research at the University of Oslo 

through its role as host and central participant in the interfacultary research area Religion in 

Pluralist Society (PluRel) at the University of Oslo since 2008. The faculty participates 

broadly in national and international research networks. The three research fellows hired 

through the project – two postdoctoral fellows and one Ph.D. fellow – will take part in this 

vibrant academic environment, and will become members of the faculty’s research groups on 

interreligious studies, diaconia and church history, where they will have the opportunity to 

engage with colleagues working in related fields. The Ph.D. fellow will be fully funded by the 

faculty, and will participate in the faculty’s multidisciplinary doctoral programme.   

Formatting Religion features two major projects that will cooperate extensively and 

participate in joint publishing and dissemination efforts. Both projects will comparatively 

examine the formatting of religion in Norway and selected other countries, at the intersection 

of global and local discourses. Both projects will investigate the formatting of religion at the 

juncture of authoritative official state discourses and the wider public sphere. While both 

projects will pay due attention to the reflexivity between state power and social formations, 

project I will have a special emphasis on the role of the state, and project II will concentrate 

on the role of civil society. Both projects will engage one post-doctoral research fellow for a 

period of three years. The Ph.D. fellow will be hired to develop a project addressing the 

overarching perspective of Formatting Religion, with a special emphasis on the role of 

formatting of minority religions in Norwegian society and a critical perspective on the role of 

the Faculty of Theology in this formatting. The location of the project at the Faculty of 

Theology, which is a major player in the ‘protestantization’ of religion in Norwegian society, 

poses a considerable challenge to project participants, who will be required to exercise a 

rigorously self-critical perspective on their own roles in the formatting of religion.  

Formatting Religion will be cooperating with three major, international research 

partners, all of which relate directly to the purposes of the project. Partnerships with the large-

scale Religion and Diversity Project (2010-2017) at the University of Ottawa (Canada) and 

The Impact of Religion (2008-2018) at Uppsala University (Sweden) will facilitate decisive 

knowledge transfers from and to projects that are well underway, and will reach their 

conclusion towards the end of Formatting Religion. Both these projects address the 

interaction of state and civil society in the handling of religious diversity, and the presentation 

of their theoretical approaches and empirical findings at exploratory workshops will be 

decisive to the early phase of Formatting Religion, and will be instrumental to the 

dissemination of the key findings in the project, through joint closing conferences and 

opportunities for joint publishing. Additionally, a partnership with the The Immanent Frame, 

the leading web portal on research on religion in the public sphere, created by the Social 

Science Research Council in the USA, will give access to a broad, competent readership 

throughout the project period, and will facilitate the development of a sophisticated in-house 

web portal dedicated to the further dissemination and discussion of key project findings.   

Project I – Private Religion, Public Affairs 

Private Religion, Public Affairs examines the nature and consequences of state involvement 

with religion in the public sphere, and the processes by which public authorities format 

private belief inspired by dominant forms of Western Protestantism as beneficial religion that 

should be promoted, and other religious expressions, where belief is less important, as suspect 

religion that should be constrained. The project starts from the assumption that this 

‘protestantization’ of religion can be seen as an outcrop of the evolution of a scientific, 
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regulatory state, the cohesion of which relies on the domestication and control of religion. 

Through two subprojects, Private Religion, Public Affairs investigate the mechanisms by 

which ‘good’ and ‘bad’ forms of ‘religion’ are produced by public authorities in debates on 

the relationship between religion and culture in Norway and Canada, and in the new study 

centres on ‘Islamic theology’ currently being formed in a number of European countries.  

 

Core research group: One post-doctoral fellow, to be hired by the Faculty of Theology, Aud 

Valborg Tønnessen, professor of church history at the Faculty of Theology, Tarald 

Rasmussen (see above), Oddbjørn Leirvik, professor of interreligious studies at the Faculty of 

Theology, Safet Bektovic, lecturer in Islamic theology and philosophy at the Faculty of 

Theology, Ulrika Mårtensson, professor of religious studies and Islam at the Norwegian 

University of Science and Technology, Lori Beaman, professor of classics and religious 

studies at the University of Ottawa, Kari Telle, research director at the Christian Michelsen 

Institute and Elizabeth Shakman Hurd, associate professor of political science at 

Northwestern University.  

 

Members of the core group will participate in workshops under the project theme, 

contributing supplementary and alternative perspectives to the main approaches of the project. 

Subproject I – Culturalizing Religion? 

The state-driven formatting of religion as a matter of private belief works from the 

assumption that all religions are equal in nature and composition, that religions exist 

everywhere according to this basic pattern, and that this pattern is readily available for 

political and legal management (Dressler and Mandair 2011). The subproject Culturalizing 

Religion? challenges this assumption, and starts from the hypothesis that the role of religion 

in society is far more complex and diverse than the basic public/private divide assumes.  

Starting from an assessment of the recent genealogy of the public/private divide and 

its formulation through international, regional and local policies and legal instruments, 

Culturalizing Religion? explores the ways in which religion construed as private belief have 

influenced the interface of religion and culture. Through a comparative examination of 

official government discourses on religious diversity and its consequences in Norway and 

Canada, where the debate on religious diversity and multiculturalism has a long pre-history, 

the subproject investigates the extent to which the relationship between different religious 

traditions and surrounding society are ‘culturalized’.  

More specifically, the project maps the interrelationship of religion and culture in 

complex public debates ranging from the prevention of female genital mutilation and forced 

marriages to controversies surrounding the display of religious symbols in the public sphere. 

Examining how media outlets, government agencies and politicians format the nexus between 

religion and culture in debates on these vexing issues, the subproject seeks to identify the 

major pressure points where ‘religious’ beliefs and practices are converted into ‘culture’ and 

the other way around. The research under the Culturalizing Religion project will be conducted 

by one post-doctoral fellow, working in particular with professors Tønnessen and Rasmussen. 

Subproject II – Theological Formations of Islam 

As new study programs in Islamic theology are introduced in an increasing number of 

European universities, the formatting of ‘Islam’ and of ‘theology’ is undergoing dramatic 

transformations. In Germany, five new centres for Islamic theology have been established at 

state universities, in the Netherlands initiatives have been launched in Amsterdam and Leiden, 

while the Nordic countries have just started their initiatives, at the universities of Oslo and 

Uppsala. In all these places, study programs in Islamic theology come in addition to more 

established religious studies- and social science-oriented approaches to Islam, signalling a 
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need to develop the theological and philosophical legacy of Islam in a secular state university 

context.  

Some of these initiatives have been dubbed “Islamic university theology”, implying 

that the institutionalization of Islamic theology at state universities might seem to follow some 

general patterns in how Protestant and – in the case of Germany – Catholic faculties of 

theology have developed as modern institutions of learning combining a practice-oriented 

insider perspective with a critical-oriented outsider perspective. One question to be 

investigated in this subproject is whether the location within a university context shifts the 

emphasis of Islamic theology from tradition-specific disciplines to more general subjects, for 

instance, from Islamic jurisprudence to Islamic ethics, or from doctrine to the philosophy of 

religion. Should this tendency be seen as a formatting of Islamic theology in accordance with 

the patterns of Christian university theology? The institutionalization of Islamic theology at 

European universities also entails the question of how a theology being done in secular spaces 

communicates with Muslim faith communities: The role that Christian faculties of theology 

have played in training clergy and religion teachers for church and school have strongly 

contributed to the way in which religion develops in the larger framework of secular society, 

and the question remains how Islamic theology may contribute to this development. The 

research under the Theological Formations of Islam project will be led by professor Leirvik. 

Project II – Formatting religion beyond the state 

As religious expressions in society become increasingly diverse, there is a growing divide 

between the state-driven formatting of religion and the ways in which key actors in civil 

society practice, experience and reflect their religiosity, a divide sparking heated controversies 

and debates on contentious issues involving religious identities and practices. Through two 

subprojects, Formatting religion beyond the state examines the ways in which people, groups 

and organizations in civil society offer counternarratives to the majority public formatting of 

religion, as religious groups offer modes of belonging beyond private belief as arguments for 

their practices, and shelter migrants on the fringes of society, fostering alternative, religiously 

motivated conceptions of citizenship.   

 

Core research group: One post-doctoral fellow to be hired by the Faculty of Theology, 

Trygve Wyller, professor of Christian social practice at the Faculty of Theology, David 

Herbert, professor of sociology at the University of Agder, Inger Furseth, professor of 

sociology at the University of Oslo, Kaspar Villadsen, associate professor at the Department 

of Management, Politics and Philosophy, Copenhagen Business School, Bryan Turner, 

professor of sociology at the University of Sydney/City University of New York and Hans-

Joachim Sander, professor of dogmatics at Salzburg University. 

 

Members of the core group will participate in workshops under the project theme, 

contributing supplementary and alternative perspectives to the main approaches of the project. 

Subproject I - Religious belonging and public discourse 

Religious minorities’ notions of religious belonging may conflict with those conditioned by 

the state’s administrative systems and prevalent public discourse: Cultural and traditional 

belonging may be felt to be as important as an active choice or personally held convictions. 

Self-designations such as ‘atheist Jew’ or ‘cultural Muslim’ challenge established perceptions. 

Discourses on human rights offer protection for minorities, but may also be construed as 

pitting ‘rational’ autonomous individuals against traditional value systems.   

This inherent tension can sometimes make appeals to human rights ambiguous for 

members of religious minority communities. The project will explore the tensions that arise in 

relation to three cases where conflicting understandings of religious belonging and choice are 
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brought to the fore, although in very different ways: (1) circumcision of Jewish baby boys, (2) 

Conversion from Islam (apostasy) and (3) Roman Catholic requests for state support for its 

ministry to non-registered Catholics. The main approach in the project will be a study of 

media representations of religious belonging by minority as well as majority voices: What 

type of language is available to the actors, and which argumentative strategies are employed? 

Special attention will be given to the question pertaining to the Jewish minority and a 

comparative analysis with similar discussions in Germany will be made.  

Specific notions of religious belonging and loyalty were behind the exclusion of Jews 

and some Catholic groups in the 1814 constitution. While constitutional amendments have 

removed this legal exclusion, formal and informal formatting of “religion” may still impact on 

the full participation of these and other minority groups in Norwegian society. The project 

will provide a better understanding of current inclusion and exclusion mechanisms. The 

research under the Religious belonging project will be conducted by one post-doctoral fellow.  

Subproject II – Religious welfare on the margins
1
 

Religious civil society organizations (RCSOs) give important contributions to the work with 

marginalised, immigrants and refugees all over Europe, complementing the often limited 

activities of state authorities in this field. While a good part of this work is done on behalf of 

the state, RCSOs perform a variety of additional services of their own, challenging established 

notions of citizenship as a state-centred concept. There has, so far, been relatively little 

research on the relationship between the ways in which religion and citizenship interact. 

Current citizenship discussions, like the Citizenship after Orientalism project, are now 

shifting their focus from the issue of strictly legal citizenship to notions like citizenship of 

belonging or citizenship of becoming. In this framework, RCSOs challenge the legal 

formatting of citizenship by sheltering and supporting marginalized ‘others’ in direct violation 

of court orders and public policy on immigration, thereby offering alternative modes of 

belonging and becoming. Religious Welfare on the Margins examines how RCSOs 

complement and confront the narrow formatting of citizenship as a legal concept offered by 

the state.  

Building on experiences gathered from work with the edited volume Heterotopic 

citizen: new research on religious work for the disadvantaged (Wyller 2009), and the 

forthcoming Rooms for others (Wyller 2014), the subproject will conduct research on an 

initiative for for undocumented migrants in a Protestant church in Gothenburg, in the 

‘Settlement’ project in Copenhagen, in a monastic project for inter-religious dialogue in 

Austria, and in the ‘Occupy’ movement in The United States of America. An interesting  

perspective is how far one could say that these counternarratives and counterpractices 

contribute to a religiously driven welfare state critique and alternative. The research under the 

Religious welfare on the margins will be led by professor Wyller. 

 

2.4. Budget  
See the grant application form 

 

3.  Key perspectives and compliance with strategic documents  

3.1. Compliance with strategic documents 

Not specified in the call for porposals. 

                                                 
1 Religious Welfare on the Margins is a subproject under the Heterotopic hospitality. Spaces of Others  project, which 

received a startup grant from SAMKUL in 2011 for the period from 2012 to 2013, project no. 218432/F10. 
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3.2. Relevance and benefit to society  

The recent whitepaper on public policy on religion in Norway, NOU 2013:1, identified a 

range of controversial issues on which there has not been sufficient research at this point. 

Formatting Religion seeks to fill parts of this knowledge gap, and engages a range of 

controversial issues concerning the political role and social impact of religion, in which the 

good/bad dichotomy has distorted the transformations of religion in society. The 

comprehensive examination of how religion is formatted as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ in social, political 

and legal settings will be of relevance and benefit to anyone working with religion at the 

intersection of state authorities and civil society, from government bureaucracies like The 

Ministry of Culture, The Directorate of Integration and Diversity, and the Equality and 

Discrimination Ombud, to major NGOs in the field, like Church Aid Norway, Digni and The 

Council for Religious and Life Stance Communities.  

Findings will also be relevant to organizations representing religious traditions that 

have often been considered suspect because of their lacking correspondence with key tenets of 

Western Protestantism, such as The Islamic Council of Norway, The Catholic Church of 

Norway and The Mosaic Faith Community. The innovative dissemination plan (see 4.1) seeks 

to engage these actors regularly over the course of Formatting Religion, inviting comments 

from stakeholders to preliminary essays published on the web portal as the project evolves, 

thereby ensuring active participation both from state authorities and actors in civil society. 

The emphasis on web-based publication also ensures that the wider public sphere and 

academic circles internationally will be introduced to the key findings of the project as it 

evolves.  

 

3.3. Environmental impact  
The implementation of Formatting Religion will not impact the environment. 

 

3.4. Ethical perspectives  
All subprojects within the framework of Formatting Religion will conform to the guidelines 

for research published by The National Committee for Research Ethics in the Social Sciences 

and the Humanities (NESH).  

3.5. Gender issues (Recruitment of women, gender balance and gender perspectives)   

A key consideration in the project is the role of gender, which is commonly a controversial 

topic in the formatting of religion, revolving around the limits of religiously inspired control 

over women. This is evident in all the subprojects of Formatting Religion: from the state-

driven culturalization of religion and the formation of Islamic university theology, to the 

welfare offered by religious NGOs and the conceptions of culture and identity in minority 

communities, the question of the active involvement of women is contested and negotiated 

between state authorities and actors in civil society. While state-driven formations of religion 

tend to conflate the doctrines and practices of minority religions with gender discrimination, 

actors in civil society tend to show a more flexible approach, allowing a larger space for the 

mutual role of gender justice and cultural considerations (Merry 2003). Formatting Religion 

seeks to investigate the mechanisms by which practices of gender inequality are associated or 

excluded from the formatting of religion. 

 

4. Dissemination and communication of results   

4.1 Dissemination plan  

Dissemination and contact with surrounding society is part of the core research design of 

Formatting Religion: In the early phase of the project, a sophisticated web portal for the 
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discussion of theoretical and methodological issues and the dissemination of empirical 

findings will be developed and implemented. The web portal will primarily be dedicated to 

the work with Formatting Religion, but will also be designed to continue as an arena for 

academic discussion on religion in the public sphere at the conclusion of the project. The core 

team behind the project has extensive experience with innovative, web-based research 

communication, following the development, launch and maintenance of the scholarly PluRel 

blog (http://blogg.uio.no/prosjekter/plurel/), which has brought together a distinguished group 

of scholars to discuss pressing issues on religion in the public sphere since 2011, in close 

conjunction with the activities in the wider Religion in Pluralist Society (PluRel) network. 

Key to the dissemination plan is an extensive partnership with the groundbreaking web portal 

The Immanent Frame (http://blogs.ssrc.org/tif/), launched by the Social Science Research 

Council in 2007. Formatting Religion will cooperate with TIF in developing the architecture 

and editorial organization necessary to develop and run a new web portal on religion in the 

public sphere that will serve as an important venue for project participants, but also for the 

wider public sphere (see attached letter of commitment for further details on the collaboration 

with TIF). As the project progresses, TIF and the Formatting Religion web portal will jointly 

publish essays, articles and shorter updates. 

Formatting Religion will also disseminate its findings through more conventional 

channels: following each of the workshops, project managers will publicize key developments 

and findings within the project through articles in academic journals like The Journal of 

Church and State, Nordic Journal of Religion and Society and Citizenship Studies, but also to 

the wider public sphere, through larger public meetings and the writing of op-eds. While 

research findings will be disseminated to an international audience, project members will also 

publish their findings in Norwegian journals like Teologisk tidsskrift, and target major 

newspapers like Morgenbladet and Aftenposten, and websites like forskning.no.   

Towards the conclusion of the project, the core research group will assemble its 

central findings in two jointly edited volumes, to be proposed for publication in the 

International Studies in Religion and Society series, edited by member of the core research 

group, Lori Beaman, who is professor of sociology at the University of Ottawa and director of 

the Religion and Diversity Project, with which Formatting Religion has entered into a 

collaborative agreement (see attached letter of commitment).    

4.2 Communication with users  

Formatting Religion will engage in regular consultations with key actors from state 

authorities and civil society in the formatting of religion in Norway, presenting its hypotheses, 

approaches and findings, inviting comments and responses from academics, politicians, 

bureaucrats and religious leaders. While some of these consultations will take place in 

informal meetings, exploratory workshops and intensive seminars, a major field of interaction 

with users will be the web portal developed through the collaboration with The Immanent 

Frame (see attached letter of commitment, and 3.2/4.1), facilitating constructive interaction 

on the activities in the project.    

5. Additional information specifically requested in the call for proposals   

Not specified in the call for proposals. 
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